Planing Committee

Application No: 20171386
Parish: Brundall

Applicant’s Name: Quantum Land (Brundall)
Site Address: Land east of Memorial Hall, Brundall
Proposal: Outline planning application with the details of appearance, landscaping, layout and scale reserved for later determination, with the exception of Phase 1 for which details of all matters in relation to the 23 dwellings within that Phase are provided. Development to comprise: up to 170 dwellings (Use Class C3), and a community/sports pavilion (Class D1 and D2 use), a Country park, formal and/or informal outdoor sports provision, access, and other earthworks and engineering works. All development, works and operations to be in accordance with the Development Parameters Schedule and Plans.

Reason for reporting to committee

The application is brought to Planning Committee as the application is contrary to the Development Plan and officer recommendation is to APPROVE and because it is a matter which the Director of Place considers should be determined by Members as being in the public interest.

Recommendation summary

Approve subject to conditions and the prior completion of a S106 Planning Obligation

Proposal and site context

1. The hybrid planning application seeks outline permission with all matters reserved except access for the development of up to 170 dwellings (Use Class C3), a community/sports pavilion (Use Class D1 and D2), a country park, formal and/or informal outdoor sports provision, access and other operations but including full planning permission for 23 dwellings in Phase 1.

1.1 The application is supported by a series of Parameter Plans which establish the proposed finished ground levels, building heights and extent of built development, recreation and ecological connectivity zones, recreational zones and the location of access and a primary movement corridor. These plans establish that the built development would be concentrated to the south and east of the application site with an informal country park to the north of the site and formal outdoor recreational land to the west. Buildings would be a maximum of 11m in height from finished ground level and access would be to the east onto Brundall Road. The Primary Movement Corridor would extend east-west from the access into the area designated for built development with land reserved for emergency access to the west to Links Avenue.
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1.3 It is proposed for 33% of the C3 dwellings to be secured for affordable housing (which would equate to 56 from a maximum of 170 C3 dwellings). As submitted the proposal included up to 62 dwellings to be for ‘Later Life Homes’ within Use Class C2 (Residential institutions) however these were later removed on the grounds of viability. As the majority of the scheme is in outline, the mix of dwelling types is currently reserved. However full permission is sought for 23 dwellings on Phase 1 and would comprise of the following housing mix:

Affordable Units:
- 2 no. 1 bedroom flats
- 3 no. 2 bedroom houses
- 3 no. 3 bedroom houses

Market Units:
- 2 no. 2 bedroom houses
- 7 no. 3 bedroom houses
- 6 no. 4 bedroom houses

1.4 A 7ha country park is proposed to the north of the site and would create a linear park for informal recreation to include footpaths and cycleways (this falls within the parishes of both Brundall and Blofield). Also proposed is 3ha of land to the west of the site to provide formal recreation space and informal area for a pavilion. The application proposes to transfer all of this open space to the District Council [with potential transfer to Parish Councils], or to be run by a Management Company. There are two options proposed by the applicant – transfer of land only [not laying out] and payment of commuted sums totalling £850,000.00 for implementation by LPA/Parish Council(s); or laying out of country park and recreation space to be managed by a Management Company.

1.5 Improvements are proposed to the A47(T) Cucumber Lane Roundabout: New concentric spiral markings are proposed on the existing roundabout to delineate two lanes; localised widening of the existing carriageway is proposed to the Yarmouth Road approach arm to allow for two approach lanes to the roundabout in place of the current single lane approach; and minor widening of the current two lane Cucumber Lane approach arm to the roundabout. Both traffic islands on the Cucumber Lane and Yarmouth Road approach arms will be realigned to suit these proposed improvements.

1.6 The application is supported by the following documents (some in revised form):
- Application forms
- Bat Survey Report
- Design and Access Statement
- Development Parameters Schedule and Plans
- Phase 1 Location Plan
- Phase 1 Elevations
- Phase 1 Floor Plans
The application site extends to 17.4ha and is located to the north of Brundall. The site is currently in agricultural use and classified as grade 2 (Very Good). To the north of the site and separated by Witton Run Dyke is land associated with Norfolk Premier Golf, to the south and east are residential dwellings and to the west is Brundall Memorial Hall and associated park beyond which is further residential development. A main foul sewer crosses the site east to west.

A public right of way (Brundall FP1) runs along the southern boundary of the site to the rear of the properties on Westfield Road between Highfield Avenue to the east and Links Avenue to the west. It is proposed that a length of this footway be redirected through the proposed development so that it does not become sandwiched in between the rear of existing and proposed dwellings. A second public right of Way (Brundall FP2) runs in part along the western boundary of the site and extends between Links Avenue to the south and Yarmouth Road to the north.

The proposal has been amended twice since its original submission and the following are the main changes:

- Revisions to appearance of house types and layout of phase 1
- Removal of Use Class C2 ‘Later Life Homes’
- Removal of the option of an emergency access point via the Parish Council owned play area on Westfield Road
- Inclusion of proposed off-site highway improvements at A47 Cucumber
Lane/Yarmouth Road roundabout
- Inclusion of the option of a Management Company to take on the future liability of the recreational space and country park
- Inclusion of 33% affordable housing within phase 1 and completion of off-site highway improvements at A47 Cucumber Lane/Yarmouth Road roundabout prior to first occupation of phase 1

2. Planning history

2.1 20162071: EIA screening opinion EIA not required

2.2 20162126: Application for change of use from agricultural land to land for recreational purposes. Approved February 2017

2.3 20130591: Application for change of use from agricultural land to land for recreational purposes. Permission granted 04 June 2013. Expired. Approved June 2013

2.4 20100557: Application for change of use from agricultural land to land to playing field. Permission granted 18 May 2010. Expired. Approved May 2010

2.5 20050410: Application for change of use of agricultural land to playing field. Approved May 2005

3 Planning Policies

3.1 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

NPPF 02: Achieving sustainable development
NPPF 04: Decision-making
NPPF 05: Delivering a sufficient supply of homes
NPPF 06: Building a strong, competitive economy
NPPF 08: Promoting healthy and safe communities
NPPF 09: Promoting sustainable transport
NPPF 11: Making effective use of land
NPPF 12: Achieving well-designed places
NPPF 14: Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change
NPPF 15: Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
NPPF 16: Conserving and enhancing the historic environment
NPPF 17: Facilitating the sustainable use of minerals
3.2 Joint Core Strategy (JCS)

Policy 1: Addressing climate change and protecting environmental assets
Policy 2: Promoting good design
Policy 3: Energy and water
Policy 4: Housing delivery
Policy 6: Access and Transportation
Policy 7: Supporting Communities
Policy 8: Culture, leisure and entertainment
Policy 9: Strategy for growth in the Norwich Policy Area
Policy 10: Key Service Centres
Policy 11: The Broads
Policy 12: Implementation

3.3 Broadland District Council Development Management Development Plan

Development Plan Document (DM DPD) 2015

Policy GC1: Presumption in favour of sustainable development
Policy GC2: Location of new development
Policy GC4: Design
Policy EN1: Biodiversity and Habitats
Policy EN2: Landscape
Policy EN3: Green Infrastructure
Policy EN4: Pollution
Policy RL1: Provision of formal recreational space
Policy TS3: Highway safety
Policy TS4: Parking guidelines
Policy CSU3: Provision of community facilities or local services within large-scale residential developments
Policy CSU5: Surface water drainage

3.4 Broadland District Council Site Allocations Development Plan Document 2016

BRU3: Land east of Memorial Hall, Brundall (approx. 4.9ha) is allocated for recreational open space

3.5 Brundall Neighbourhood Plan

Policy 2: Walking and cycling routes
Policy 3: Important views
Policy 4: Enhanced recreation provision
Policy 5: Enhanced provision for older people

3.6 Blofield Neighbourhood Plan

Policy ENV6: Distinct Villages
Policy TRA3: Walking and Cycling
3.7 Supplementary Planning Documents (SPD)

BDC Recreational Provision in Residential Development SPD
BDC Landscape Character Assessment
BDC Parking Standards

Statutory duties relating to Listed Buildings, setting of Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas:

S16(2) and S66(1) Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 provides that in considering whether to grant planning permission or listed building consent for development which affects a listed building or its setting, the local planning authority, or, as the case may be, the Secretary of State shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses.

S72 Listed Buildings Act 1990 provides: “In the exercise, with respect to any buildings or other land in a conservation area, of any functions under or by virtue of [the Planning Acts], special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of that area.”

4. Consultations

4.1 Brundall Parish Council

Comments on original plans

- Object to this application on the following grounds:
- It is in conflict with Brundall’s Neighbourhood Plan Policy 3: Important Views
- The proposed development comes within the area allocated for recreational use under site allocations DPD policy BRU3
- It is outside settlement limits and therefore contrary to policy GC2 of the Development Management DPD.
- The large amount of written objections and signatures on the petition against the development.
- Suitability of the access point.

Comments on amended plans

- The cumulative effect of current developments in Brundall and Blofield have increased the pressure on the A47 roundabout at Cucumber Lane and Yarmouth Road making access on the A47 from villages extremely problematic for residents. Although improvements are proposed to the roundabout we are concerned that the mitigation proposed will be outweighed by the addition of traffic from a further 170 dwellings.
- Impact of increased traffic volumes along The Street and particularly
The village has contributed significantly to the 5yr land supply with many new housing developments either completed, being built or waiting construction and this application will be an overdevelopment of the village.

The development will impact unacceptably on the local infrastructure including education and health care.

The removal of extra care accommodation is contrary to NP Policy 5.

The proposal reduces the physical separation between Brundall and Blofield. Although the application has been revised to pull back to give an enhanced view of Blofield from the Memorial Hall we believe this is overstated and that the proposal remains in conflict with NP Policy 3.

Site allocation BRU3 relates to 4.9ha of recreational land but the development only provides 3ha. It is suggested that the 7ha countrypark will mitigate this loss. However, the park is a different form of recreation along a watercourse and it is not appropriate to compare the allocation of formal recreation with informal provision.

The strength of public opinion against this development has increased further and the Parish Council supports the significant community concerns.

Further comments on recreation land offer:

- The application offers 10ha of open space, split between 7ha of Country Park and 3ha of formal sports park. The Policy BRU3 allocates 4.9ha of recreation space. The Parish Council consider the 7ha of County Park (Run Dyke) to be unsuitable for development as recreational space due to environmental sensitivity and low lying land prone to flooding. This leaves only 3ha of usable recreation land in QL’s application and this falls short of BRU3 by 1.9ha.

- The Run Dyke area also contains the sustainable urban drainage system for the proposed development and enhances the views of the properties to be located overlooking the Run Dyke. Preserving the Run Dyke in its current form is of more benefit to the QL application than to the Parish Council which is why the 7ha offer of County Park should not be considered as part of the recreation package.

Ownership of Country Park and Village Green:

The Parish Council utterly refutes the statement in the first paragraph that they do not want to receive the community open space. The Council has never been directly consulted on this issue and QL’s position has only come to light in the amended submission dated 17 October 2018.

The statement in paragraph 3 “The Country Park and Village Green will therefore be the on-going responsibility of the landowner” is unacceptable to the Parish Council. This indicates the gift of community land is a false promise as the current landowner remains
the owner, therefore there appears to be no offer of recreation land in this application.

4.2 Blofield Parish Council:

Comments on original plans

- Outside our Parish so our Neighbourhood Plan policies do not apply however as it is on the boundary of Blofield Parish we have commented in accordance with the Blofield Neighbourhood Plan.
- ENV1 – Concerns of run off and pollutants entering the runs which could affect Cremers Meadow and possibly Strumpshaw Fen.
- ENV5 – The development could affect our dark skies policy
- ENV6 – The proposal would reduce the physical separation of Blofield and Brundall.
- SER1 – Impact on available school places for Brundall and Blofield.
- TRA1 – Increased traffic flows through Blofield to access A47.

Comments on amended plans

- The only key changes to this application appear to be the changes to the road layout at Cucumber Lane/Yarmouth Road/A47 roundabout at Brundall.
- The traffic assessment statistics provided imply car queues on Yarmouth Road at peak time is 6 cars, of which local knowledge would dispute this statistic particularly as parents leaving after school drop-off around 9am.
- There are concerns with regard to the ditch on the Petrol Filling Station side of Yarmouth Road. It is understood that this will be filled in but there are concerns regarding surface water drainage. Where will this ditch be repositioned, or a new culvert positioned?
- There are concerns regarding the trees on the Petrol Filling Station side of the road and when the road is widened the Council must look to protecting the existing mature trees if possible.
- The Parish Council shares the concerns that NCC Highways have about the reduction of exit width from Cucumber Lane onto the roundabout.
- It is agreed that better lane markings on the roundabout would be a good thing; but the developer needs to ensure that there is accompanying signage on the approaches to the roundabout, perhaps on the lanes particularly on the A47 east and west. Signage as you move off the roundabout onto Yarmouth Road for entrances to the Petrol Filling Station and McDonald’s is also welcomed.
- There is a need to deter HGV/refuse collection lorries/all vehicles for parking on Yarmouth Road after leaving the A47 for food with no parking signs or double yellow lines.
- An argument on the statistics appears to be if nothing is done, it will be
a worse scenario in the future than allowing the development and changing the lane markings on the roundabout.

- There is a problem with traffic statistics provided—there seems to be a use of different measurements from queue wait times in seconds/metres of queue/number of cars.
- By 2022 Yarmouth Road will be overcapacity for cars onto the roundabout with the committed development but it is not clear whether this is before or after the amendments to the junction have been made. This was stated in a document dated 9 November.
- Under Blofield Parish Council’s Neighbourhood Plan there are still concerns regarding school places (SER1) and Primary Healthcare capacity (SER3).
- Finally, there are concerns regarding dark skies for Blofield, although Brundall does not have the same policy, there is a need to retain distinctiveness and separateness of both villages.

4.3 Anglian Water:

There are assets owned by Anglian Water or those subject to an adoption agreement within or close to the development boundary that may affect the layout of the site. Anglian Water would ask that an informative be included within the decision notice should permission be granted. The foul drainage from this development is in the catchment of Whitlingham Trowse Water Recycling Centre that will have available capacity for these flows.

The sewerage system at present has available capacity for these flows. If the developer wishes to connect to our sewerage network they should serve notice under Section 106 of the Water Industry Act 1991. Anglian Water will then advise them of the most suitable point of connection.

The proposed method of surface water management does not relate to Anglian Water operated assets. As such, we are unable to provide comments on the suitability of the surface water management.

4.4 Broads Authority:

The Broads Authority does not wish to raise an objection but wish the following comments to be taken into consideration in determining the application.

Design – The layout for phase 1 follows the principle established for the development of the site, which is for a series of routes running North South to allow visual penetration through the site from the settlement fringe of Brundall and adjacent public footpath across the site and also back from the North side across the valley to Brundall. The layout is acceptable in design terms and sets a welcome precedent for the later phases.

Landscape – Agree with the LVIA. The large area of open space reserved for recreation and formal play is considered a positive aspect of the proposal.
with the potential to preserve and enhance this strong landscape feature.
Ecology – Agree with ecology assessments submitted and supportive of the
enhancements suggested within the Country Park.

4.5 Broads Drainage Board:

The site is partly within the Broads Internal Drainage Board district. We are
pleased to see the development proposes to have a full infiltration solution
and that there are to be no proposed discharges into the BIDB district.
Should this change or should future phases require links to the watercourse
the applicant will need to contact the board and comply with any bylaw
requirements.

4.6 BDC Conservation Officer (Arboriculture and Landscape):

The Arboricultural Impact Assessment (AIA) shows no trees will be lost which
is good, although part removal of a ‘category B’ hedge (H12) would be
required to allow construction of two access roads and three private drives.
The loss of this part of the hedge would not be considered significant from a
landscape perspective.

DWG No.26007_06_D shows a change from existing levels within a range
from -5.0M to +5.0M, even changes within the Root Protection Areas (RPA’s)
of + or - 0.25M would have a detrimental effect on the trees future health and
retention. Details in the form of a topographical survey overlaid by the
retained trees RPA’s and showing the finished levels will be required to
prevent unexpected tree constraint issues as additional phases come
forward.

Hard surfacing encroachment on RPA’s within the maximum 20%
recommendation.

Revised Tree Protection Plan (TPP) and Arboricultural Method Statement
(AMS) will be required once a layout has been approved.
Choice of species listed for landscaping is acceptable; a mix of native and
non-native. Details of planting methods and maintenance regime to ensure
trees establish should be requested.

4.7 BDC Conservation Officer (Historic Environment):

Comments on original plans:

It is clear that the view from the end of Links Avenue towards Blofield Church
is important and is recognised as such in Policy 3 of the Brundall
Neighbourhood Plan. The view contributes to the sense of place, the
relationship between the two neighbouring villages and the wider setting of
the Grade I listed Church of St Andrew and St Peter, Blofield.

Due to the topography of the site, which slopes down to the north, the best
vista is achieved from the end of Links Avenue and the field boundary immediately to the East of the Memorial Hall. It is recognised that the proposed scheme does take account the view but it is hard to ascertain exactly how much encroachment on it there will be. In order to provide clarity of the impact I would like to see more information provided – ideally a photomontage or annotated photo showing the position, extent and height of the proposed housing in relation to the view.

Boundary treatments to the external edge of the developed area and the way in which the transition between housing and public open space is dealt with will also be important in terms of their impact on the view and the setting of the village.

Comments on amended plans:

My previous concerns primarily related to the harm that the development would cause to the setting of the grade I listed church of St Andrew and St Peter in Blofield, by blocking and encroaching upon this view that is also protected through Policy 3 of the Brundall Neighbourhood Plan.

Amendments have been made to the footprint of the development to push it back slightly at its north-western corner. This should mean that the view of the church from the northern end of Links Avenue is no longer blocked by the development and will not encroach upon it to the same extent as it previously did when viewed from the Memorial Hall.

Given the open-nature that will be retained across much of the site, it is considered that although there will be some change to the setting of the church this will not be harmful, although it will still be important that the perimeter of the area of housing is well-designed to integrate the development into the landscape successfully.

4.8 BDC Design Advisor:

The initial phase has a sense of open space at the north and south end and the scheme has maintained clear lines of site front the footpath to the south looking north over the valley. This is reinforced by a comprehensive landscaping scheme maintaining wide margins in front of the dwellings. Whilst some care will need to be taken with the choice of hard landscaping particularly to the central area of paving, the layout of the scheme is acceptable in design terms, it fulfils the aim of keeping vistas open through the site, provides open shared space and routes through the site. No objection to the layout as proposed.

Minor amendments are required to the overall appearance of the house types. The use of consistent forms, detailing and materials give a visual coherence to the proposal which is welcomed. This approach should inform later phases.

4.9 Environment Agency:
We have no objection to the application, providing that you are satisfied that the development would be safe for its lifetime and you assess the acceptability of the issues within your remit.

We recommend conditions regarding restricting all built development to flood zone 1 and restricting changes in flood zones 2 and 3 until further evidence has been provided to demonstrate it will not result in an increased flood risk.

4.10 BDC Environmental Contracts Officer:

Refer to standing advice

4.11 Highways England:

Recommends the following condition be attached to any planning permission:

No part of the development shall be brought into beneficial use or occupation until the A47 Yarmouth Road/Cucumber Lane junction improvement works have been completed - drawing no 5111/1002 rev A suggested improvements option 2

4.12 NCC Historic Environment Service:

The site comprises a large area of relatively unknown potential to contain heritage assets with archaeological interest. Although some metal detecting, itself of unknown extent, has been carried out at the site and artefacts of post-medieval date recorded, the area has not been subject to any systematic archaeological fieldwork. However, inspection of online aerial imagery reveals the presence of previously unrecorded cropmarks of possible archaeological origin, including a rectangular enclosure and a ring ditch. Consequently there is potential that previously unrecorded heritage assets with archaeological interest (buried archaeological remains) will be present at the site and that their significance would be affected by the proposed development.

A heritage statement has not been submitted with the planning application in accordance with National Planning Policy Framework para. 128 [now para 189 in 2018 replacement]. In this instance an archaeological desk-based assessment alone is unlikely to provide any further information about the presence, form, surviving condition and significance of any heritage assets at the site. We therefore request that the results of an archaeological evaluation are submitted prior to the determination of the application in accordance with NPPF para. 128 [now para. 189 in 2018 replacement].

In this case the evaluation should commence with a geophysical survey, a brief for which can be obtained from Norfolk Historic Environment Service.

4.13 BDC Housing Enabling Officer:

Comment [CJ1]: To be addressed by applicant
Affordable housing provision is at 33% overall and the 8 dwelling mix in phase 1 is as discussed.

4.14 Lead Local Flood Authority:

We previously objected to this application due to concerns regarding the groundwater level as follows:

Whilst we agreed that infiltration was a viable strategy for this site, our guidance (paragraph 16.6) states that to protect ground water from pollution, any infiltration structure must be shown to be able to be constructed 1.2m above the anticipated seasonally high groundwater. Also referring to Gov.uk guidance on infiltration systems ‘you must make sure that there’s sufficient depth to the water table (at least 1.2m above the seasonally highest groundwater level) to make sure the effluent can attenuate. You should also consider how close receptors (like water supplies and surface watercourses) are.

The most important requirements to protect groundwater are that the discharge to a drainage field shouldn’t take place on land:
- within 10m of the nearest watercourse
- within 50m of a well, spring, borehole or other source of water intended for human consumption
- that’s steeply sloping or waterlogged
- where there’s less than 1.2m depth to water table below the invert of the drainage pipes
- where percolation rates fall outside an upper and lower range of values'

We stated we would consider reviewing this objection if the following issue was adequately addressed.
- An alternative method of drainage should be provided if groundwater levels are proved to be unfavourable in the location of the proposed soakaway prove to be unfavourable during detailed design.

The applicant has now provided an email in response to our previous reply in support of this hybrid application. This suggests an alternative strategy to be proposed if further testing shows a 1.2m ‘dry zone’ cannot be achieved. The alternative of a connection to a watercourse is proposed with attenuation storage.

We have no objection subject to conditions being attached to any consent if this application is approved.

4.15 Natural England:

The application site has the potential to impact upon Broadland Special Protection Area (SPA) and The Broads Special Area of Conservation (SAC) which are European sites. It is for BDC to decide whether sufficient
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information is contained within the current Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA), to enable them to determine whether there will be any likely significant effect on European designated sites, including whether the developer has fully considered recreational impacts due to any new housing allocation sites which have potential, either alone or in combination, to adversely affect any of the European and international sites in the vicinity.

4.16 NHS England:

Review of planning application

The proposal comprises a development of up to 170 residential dwellings, which is likely to have an impact on the NHS funding programme for the delivery of primary healthcare provision within this area and specifically within the health catchment of the development. NHS England would expect these impacts to be assessed and mitigated.

There are 2 surgeries within a 2km radius of the proposed development; Brundall Medical Partnership and Blofield Surgery. The catchment practices do not have resource capacity for the additional growth resulting from this development and proposed cumulative development in the area.

Healthcare Impact Assessment

The intention of NHS England is to promote Primary Healthcare Hubs with co-ordinated mixed professionals. This is encapsulated in the strategy document: The NHS Five Year Forward View.

The proposed development would have an impact on primary healthcare provision in the area and its implications, if unmitigated, would be unsustainable. In order to be considered under the ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ advocated in the National Planning Policy Framework, the proposed development should provide appropriate levels of mitigation.

Developer Contribution required to meet the Cost of Additional Capital Funding for Health Service Provision Arising

In line with the Government’s presumption for the planning system to deliver sustainable development and specific advice within the National Planning Policy Framework and the CIL Regulations, which provide for development contributions to be secured to mitigate a development’s impact. NHS England advise that healthcare contributions should be sought to contribute to the provision of sustainable primary care services in the area, particularly for the additional residents generated as a direct result of development growth.

It has been advised that Healthcare is not currently contained on Broadland Council’s CIL123 list, consequently, until this policy is addressed, it is
confirmed mitigation cannot be obtained for primary healthcare. NHS England understands this matter is now being considered through the Greater Norwich Growth Board forum. NHS England and the CCG do not have funding to support development growth; therefore, it is essential this is resolved as a matter of priority, in order to effectively mitigate development impact and maintain sustainable primary healthcare services for the local communities of Broadland.

Assuming the above is considered in conjunction with the current application process, NHS England would not wish to raise an objection to the proposed development.

4.17 Brundall Medical Practice:

No comments received

4.18 Norfolk Constabulary (Architectural Liaison Officer):

Layout – vehicular and pedestrian routes appear to be visually open and direct. ‘Active frontages’ allow neighbours to easily view their surroundings and ‘back to back’ garden layout assists in securing the rear of the properties. Plans incorporate a mix of dwellings enabling greater potential for homes to be occupied throughout the day, giving increased natural surveillance and community interaction.

Parking – good provision of on-curtilage parking in the plan.

4.19 Norfolk County Council (as Highway Authority):

Comments on original application and Transport Assessment

Holding highway objection to phase 1 relating to detailed layout concerns, confirmation of emergency access and improvements/diversion of public rights of way.

Holding Highway objection to the submitted Transport Assessment which does not consider the cumulative traffic impacts of development in the Blofield/Brundall area

4.20 Comments on Transport Assessment (Addendum)

The information has been supplied in the form of an Addendum which sets out the impact of all the currently consented/committed development in the Brundall/Blofield area and the impact of the Brooms Boats Application.

It is clear from the analysis submitted that the Cucumber Lane roundabout theoretically operates within capacity in 2018 with the addition of traffic from the Memorial Hall application on its own. However when traffic from the Memorial Hall application and the Brooms Boats application (which has a
committee resolution to grant permission) are both applied the roundabout exceeds its capacity and queues form on both Cucumber Lane and Yarmouth Road in the AM peak.

In 2022, the roundabout is struggling with just the Base and Committed traffic with Cucumber Lane exceeding capacity. When the Memorial Hall traffic is applied the queue increases on Cucumber Lane from 8 to 14 vehicles. However when both the Brooms Boats traffic and the Memorial Hall traffic are applied, both Yarmouth Road and Cucumber Lane experience significant queuing with queue lengths of 25 and 42 vehicles respectively.

Given that the Brooms Boats application has a committee resolution to grant planning permission and can be considered committed development, the Local Highway Authority considers that the additional traffic from the Memorial Hall application has a severe impact on the Cucumber Lane/A47(T) roundabout and therefore recommends that the application is refused on the following ground:

**SHCR 31 (variation)**

The application is supported by information that demonstrates that the proposed development would result in a severe residual impact on the Cucumber Lane/A47(T) roundabout and would be prejudicial to the satisfactory functioning of the highway. Contrary to National Planning Policy Framework Paragraph 32 [now para. 109 in 2018 replacement].

### Comments on Cucumber Lane/A47(T) roundabout improvements and other issues

The applicant has submitted a scheme for the A47(T)/Cucumber Lane roundabout which demonstrates that the development can mitigate its impact at this junction. The scheme has been subject to a Safety Audit and will be subject to detailed design and further audits as the scheme progresses. The scheme for the roundabout will be completed prior to first occupation and this is to be conditioned.

Turning to other issues, the proposed junction shown on drawing 161068-SK-100 rev P1 provides visibility splays measuring 2.4 x 43m in both directions and forward visibility in excess of this, despite the bend. The transport assessment is supported by a speed survey showing 85%ile speeds of 30mph and 31mph. Provision of 43m visibility is consistent with what would be required by Manual for Streets for the measured speed.

There is good visibility between the proposed junction and Highfield Road and a junction spacing of 50m would not be considered unacceptable in a residential area, on a road subject to a 30mph speed limit. There is also good forward visibility through the short pinch point at the bridge, which therefore would also not be considered a hazardous feature in this environment.
As a consequence, the County Council would not be able to justify a highway objection to the proposed means of access due to either of these two factors.

With regards the options of the two locations for an emergency access. The highway authority has no objection to either or both. They would be adopted as a shared use footway/cycleway, so both options have their merits. They would only be used by emergency vehicles if the main access road into the development was blocked.

In terms of the detailed design, most of our original comments have been accommodated as detailed on Drawing 26007-PL01 RevF. However, the following three issues are yet to be accommodated.

1. We previously requested a shared use footway/cycleway along the length of the main spine road. This should be provided.
2. The bend adjacent to plot 13 is too tight.
3. The parking spaces serving plot 14 should be 3.0m wide. Provided the three points above are resolved, then the Highway Authority recommends no objection subject to the following conditions:

4.22 Norfolk County Council (As Mineral Planning Authority):

A condition is required for a Materials Management Plan Minerals (MMP-M) to estimate the quantities of material which could be extracted from groundworks (including infiltration basins) and reused.

4.23 Norfolk County Council (Natural Environment Team):

In essence we are inclined to think that the ecology reports, in combination, are broadly fit for purpose, although we have some concerns that the ecological value of the site is assessed as lower than previous work has indicated. As such, it follows that we also consider that the mitigation proposed may be insufficient.

If approved we recommend that you condition a Construction Environment Management Plan and an Ecological Management Plan.

4.24 Norfolk County Council (Planning Obligations):

Identifies the infrastructure to be funded through CIL is Education and Libraries.

Education

Although there is spare capacity at Brundall Primary School and at Early Education level Blofield Primary School is already full and taking account the extant planning permissions in the Brundall and Blofield area both Blofield and Brundall Primary Schools will be full, as well as the Early Education sector.
Brundall school is on a restricted site and it is unlikely that much expansion could happen there. With the prospective housing in the area we would need a further 100+ primary places which would put both Blofield and Brundall schools under pressure Thorpe St Andrew School and Sixth Form is unable to accommodate the children generated from this proposed development should it be approved.

It is therefore expected that the funding for the additional school places required at Early Education, Primary and High School levels would be from CIL as this is covered on the District Councils Reg 123 list.

Fire

Requirement of 1 fire hydrant per 50 dwellings on a minimum 90mm main to be secured by condition.

Library

Increased pressure will be placed on the library and mitigation will be required from CIL.

Green Infrastructure

Connections into the local Green Infrastructure (GI) network, including Public Rights of Way and ecological features, should be considered alongside the potential impacts of development. Direct mitigation and GI provision should therefore be included within the site proposal. Mitigation for new and existing GI features identified as strategic shall be funded by the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) through the Greater Norwich Investment Programme. These requirements for consideration and implementation, for both on and off-site GI provision, will help the local GI network to facilitate the development without receiving negative impact and equally, allow the development to integrate and enhance the existing network.

Green Infrastructure within this proposal should respond to the Greater Norwich Green Infrastructure Strategy (2007) which informs the Joint Core Strategy, adopted January 2014. Development proposals are expected to fit with strategic visions for the area and respond to corridors as outlined in the Joint Core Strategy. Should this development intend to be the first phase of a larger development or vision, consideration will need to be given to how the local GI network will be impacted, adapted and enhanced in the future.

We support the proposals to incorporate Brundall FP1 into the scheme, the relevant processes would be required for the realignment of FP1, but we feel that the landscaped green corridor will be an inviting place. The surface and width should be agreed in conjunction with Norfolk County Council to ensure this would be a suitable and safe path for year round usage. The same would apply for Brundall FP2 where it is within the site. Other recreational routes proposed within the site may also require further discussion with Norfolk
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County Council if they are to be proposed as Public Rights of Way. Brundall BR4 and Brundall FP2 offer connections from the site to the wider network and countryside and will therefore have an increase in footfall from this development, we would be looking for improvements to the surfacing and infrastructure and signage on the local network including routes to the train station. In addition, there is an existing CIL funded project at the closed Landfill site in Strumpshaw, we would be looking to strengthen improvement to this site as a wider recreational offering. From an ecological point of view a management plan for the proposed county park and ecology zones will be required.

4.25 Norfolk County Council (Trails Officer):

We note that there are plans to ‘redirect’ Brundall Footpath 1 within the application. This will require an application to the relevant local authority asking it to use its powers under section 257 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. This application must be confirmed before any works are started that obstruct or remove the existing Public Right of Way. It should also be noted that it is not acceptable to divert a rural public footpath onto a footway beside a road.

It is also noted that there are new access provisions within the proposal. Clarification is required as to the future ongoing maintenance of these routes, for example: Is there a maintenance committee to be set up to look after the country park and its associated access and infrastructure?

Development should integrate into the existing highway network, be that roads, footways or Public Rights of Way. In this instance the application does provide good links to the wider Public Right of Way network. As such the development is likely to increase footfall, and therefore we would look to the developer to propose works to improve the footpaths. These proposals would need to be agreed in discussion with Norfolk County Council Environment Team.

4.26 Norfolk Wildlife Trust:

Pleased to see the proposal includes a high percentage of green space which will help reduce pressure on designated sites elsewhere.

We do not disagree with the Ecological Appraisal which makes clear that although the majority of the habitats on the site are of limited biodiversity value an area alongside the Run Dike1 is of high local importance. Maintenance of the dike is of critical importance. In order to protect and properly manage the area of high local importance this should be subject to a landscape and Ecological Management Plan along with sufficient funding to ensure it is managed for both people and wildlife.
The application site is adjacent to a Country Wildlife Site (Cremer’s Meadow, CWS 2277).

An increase in visitors could cause damage to paths and to sensitive wetland habitats. If the application is approved, mitigation measures should be included to minimise impacts on Cremer’s Meadow. These mitigation measures should be agreed with the parish council, who own Cremer’s Meadow.

4.27 BDC Pollution Control Officer (Contaminated Land):

An assessment of ground conditions will be required before the commencement of development, this should be subject to a condition.

4.28 BDC Section 106 Monitoring Officer:

Based on an estimated housing mix as follows

1 bed = 16
2 bed = 37
3 bed = 72
4 bed = 45
Total 170 dwellings

Our policies would require the following formal and informal open space provision on site:

- 0.14 ha of children’s play space
- 0.69 ha of recreational open space
- 0.06 ha of allotment space
- 1.65 ha of Green Infrastructure

The cost of above for on-site provision – equipping and maintenance (June 2019):

- Children’s play space - being provided within the residential development
  - Recreational open space approx. £200,000
  - Allotments approx. £4,900
  - Green Infrastructure approx. £231,000
  - (Total £436,100)

The cost of above for off-site provision – excluding maintenance (June 2019):

- Children’s play space £57,761
- Recreational open space £285,521
- Allotments £13,036
- Green Infrastructure £434,069
- (Total £790,387)
Policy compliant off-site financial contribution [provision and maintenance] for 0.69 ha recreational open space and 1.65 ha GI would be £978,636 (June 2019).

It is noted that the developer is proposing to give 7ha for Green Infrastructure and 3 ha for formal recreation, all on-site. To provide these equivalent size areas off-site in terms of land, equipping, maintenance etc. would require contributions of £1,235,000 approx. for formal recreation and £1,840,000 approx. for GI.

Applicant is proposing an on-site transfer of land [not set up] equating to an over provision in area of both recreational open space and GI; and commuted payments totalling £850,000

Play area

In the Design and Access statement it shows a play area, no age specified, given the proximity of the play provision at the memorial hall for older children I would have said a toddler play area was adequate up to 10yrs approx. equipped space up to 400 sq mtrs.

4.29 BDC Spatial Planning:

There is a policy objection to the proposal in principle, being contrary to the Development Plan and NPPF, though this is tempered by elements of the Development Plan, such as the Neighbourhood Plan policies, in its favour. This application potentially contributes to achieving the objectives behind Policy 2 (Walking and Cycling Routes) and Policy 4 (Enhanced Recreation Provision). The provision of formal and informal recreational land are also material considerations that weigh in its favour.

4.30 Sport England:

Comments on original plans:

This application seeks outline planning consent for up to 170 dwellings, plus community pavilion and formal outdoor sports provision. It is noted that planning consent has previously been granted for the change of use of part of this application site to playing field use, which has been renewed but not implemented. This proposal includes formal sports provision of 1.9 hectares which is indicatively shown as providing a grass football pitch and cricket square. This would be above the policy requirement for 1.0ha of space for formal open space.

I have consulted with the Football Foundation and Norfolk FA with regard to the proposed playing field provision, and they have commented that in their opinion there is unlikely to be a demand for additional grass football pitch provision in the locality if planning consent is granted for the new artificial
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grass pitch proposed as part of planning application ref: 20161483. It is understood that a decision has not yet been made in relation to that application. Sport England would recommend therefore that if planning consent is granted for application 20161483 (including the artificial grass pitch) then further consideration will need to be given to the provision of pitches on this site, to ensure there is no over provision of pitches for a particular sport.

It is also noted that the new playing fields could provide a cricket square to meet local demand for a cricket facility in the locality. The Broadland Playing Pitch Strategy (2014) did identify the need for a replacement cricket facility in the Brundall area, therefore this proposal could meet this identified demand. The outline plans do not indicate a proposed siting for a cricket facility, but this will need to take account of the residential development to the south of the proposed playing field area. Should planning consent be granted we would recommend that the applicant discusses this issue with Sport England (in consultation with the England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) to ensure that any impact on residential properties from cricket balls is minimised and the need for any mitigation (e.g. protective fencing/netting) is assessed. Sport England would therefore reserve the right to object to the reserved matters in relation to pitch layouts if it was considered any siting of pitches could adversely affect the amenity of adjoining existing or proposed residential properties (unless adequate mitigation measures are taken).

By providing new pitches that could help address established playing pitch deficiencies, the proposal would meet objective 3, and therefore Sport England supports this application in principle.

Sport England recommends that a ground conditions assessment is undertaken by a sports turf specialist/agronomist who can recommend a scheme for preparing the playing fields to the required specification. The recommended scheme should then be implemented. Detailed guidance on the issues that require consideration is set out in Sport England’s guidance ‘Natural Turf for Sport’, and .

Conclusion

This being the case, Sport England offers its support for this this application, as it is considered to meet Objective 3 as set out above, though further discussions will be needed to agree the type of pitches to be provided on this site.

Sport England recommends, based on our assessment, that if the Council is minded to approve the application, the following planning conditions should be imposed.

1. No development shall take place unless and until:

   a) A detailed assessment of ground conditions of the land
proposed for the new/retained/replacement playing field land as shown on drawing number xx shall be undertaken (including drainage and topography) to identify constraints which could affect playing field quality; and

b) Based on the results of this assessment to be carried out pursuant to (a) above of this condition, a detailed scheme to ensure that the playing fields will be provided to an acceptable quality (including appropriate drainage where necessary) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority after consultation with Sport England.

The works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved scheme within a timescale to be first approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority after consultation with Sport England.

2. The playing field/artificial grass pitch shall be used for Outdoor Sport and for no other purpose (including without limitation any other purpose in Class D2 Use Classes Order 2005, or in any provision equivalent to that Class in any statutory instrument revoking and re-enacting that Order with or without modification).

3. Prior to the bringing into use of the playing fields a Management and Maintenance Scheme for the facility including management responsibilities, a maintenance schedule and a mechanism for review shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority after consultation with Sport England.

Comments on amended plans:

Sport England previously commented by letter dated 4 December 2017, when we raised no objection subject to conditions in relation to any formal sports facilities to be provided. It was the view of Norfolk FA that formal provision for football would not be needed if planning consent is granted for application ref: 20161483. I understand that outline planning consent for this scheme was granted in March 2018. Taking this into account, Sport England would not raise an objection to the site description being widened to allow the provision of informal open space, if there is no demand for formal sports pitches taking into account the planning consent granted under ref: 20161483. We would support a more flexible approach being taken in terms of how the public open space is used.

Should the open space be used for formal sports provision we would require the conditions previously requested being imposed on any grant of planning permission, to ensure facilities are constructed to meet Sport England technical requirements.

4.31 Historic England:
On the basis of the information available we do not wish to offer any comments. We suggest that you seek the views of your specialist conservation and archaeological advisers, as relevant.

4.32 Other Representations:

Campaign to Protect Rural England:

Object to this application due to the proposed site’s nature, location and size. The application site is not identified in the Site Allocations DPD for housing and lies outside the settlement limit. The housing requirements to 2026 have been more than met in Brundall and Blofield.

The Head Teacher of Brundall Primary School:

Comments on original plans:

For September 2017 we have a full admission in Reception, and the resulting class structure means that our Early Years/ Key Stage 1 is full.

Our Key Stage 2 has a slightly more mixed picture, our Year 5 class is full, and there are some spaces in Year 6. Our Year 3 and 4 age groups are in 3 mixed classes and as such we have limited places available across the 2 year groups in the current mixed class structure. However the situation in Key Stage 1 means that in the next 2-3 years Key Stage 2 will be full.

Our roll has gone from 223 in 2014 to 270 at the present time – a 21% increase. The school is not just affected by new housing in Brundall but there is also impact from numerous housing developments in Blofield. Blofield School is already at capacity and is oversubscribed. The same is true of our feeder High School, Thorpe St Andrew School & 6th Form which is oversubscribed for the current year.

We always do our best to accommodate admission requests, unfortunately on a number of occasions we have had to refuse a place due to being at capacity.

The Board of Governors is therefore very concerned that it is already going to be a challenge to accommodate additional pupils moving into the developments which have recently been completed are currently under construction and, as such, feel that any further new developments will place our school and neighbouring schools under further unsustainable pressure, which will have a negative impact on the quality of provision we are able to deliver.

Comments on amended plans:

Further to our original comment on the subject Planning Application, the Governors thought it would be helpful to provide an update on our capacity
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for the next academic year starting September 2018.

Our class structure is such that for the year 2018/19 our Early Years/Key Stage 1 is full and in Key Stage 2 we only have spaces in Year 5. As previously noted, if our intake numbers remain at current levels this situation will not improve.

As such, the concerns expressed in our original submission regarding further developments remain unchanged.

We would also highlight concerns around the local road network which is already problematic in and around the school at drop off/pick up times as well as when school events are held. Parking along The Street and surrounding roads near the school at these times means that through traffic regularly comes to a standstill and local residents have difficulty leaving/accessing their driveways. It would therefore seem highly likely that the problems currently experienced would be further exacerbated with further development.

Neighbour Representations:

Comments on original plans:

231 properties adjacent to the site were notified of the original plans and 255 residents submitted letters of representations of which two raised no objection, one was neutral, nine were in support with the remaining 243 raising objections and concerns. These are summarised below starting with the supporting points raised followed by objections:

Support (nine letters):
• The plans are well designed.
• It is a natural expansion of the village and causes no harm to the character.
• It will provide much needed sports and recreational facilities.
• A pedestrian link will be provided.
• The views will still be retained.
• A country park will be provided.
• Providing much needed housing.
• Close to public transport links.
• Close to village centre and amenities.

Objections (243 letters):
• Access to site during construction.
• Emergency access to the site, resulting in loss of children’s play area.
• Increased traffic in village which can be hazardous for both drivers and pedestrians and causes congestion and delays.
• Insufficient parking.
• Local services cannot cope with demand, particularly the doctor’s surgery and schools.
• Loss of scenic green open space, the view, popular walking area and

Comment [CJ2]: CJ to check before report finalised
village identity.
• Damage to wildlife, including bats and birds.
• Outside Settlement Limit / is a Greenfield site.
• Conflict with Neighbourhood Plan.
• Flood risk and cause drainage/ sewage issues as existing system can’t cope.
• Only outline application; worries that not enough information is known about the detail of the full development.
• Increased pollution; noise and air.
• The village has already exceeded its requirements for housing with other developments as the JCS suggested an allocation of approx. 50 additional houses and this was not an identified site for housing. This development would be an over development of the village and some feel it would be a joining of Brundall and Blofield.
• Site has been identified for recreational uses in the Neighbourhood Plan.
• Not enough of the housing would be affordable.
• Potential increase in crime.
• The amount of units is too large for the site.
• There are more suitable sites around the NDR.
• Ecological assessments not accurate, particularly in respect of bat use of the site.

A letter of objection was received from the Brundall Says No group along with an online petition containing 728 signatures and a hand signed petition containing 1802 signatures. The letter raised the following objections:
• Proposal conflicts with JCS, DM DPD and SA DPD as previous developments have met/exceeded Brundall’s allocation for residential development
• Site is located outside of a settlement limit and not allocated for residential.
• Proposal conflicts with the Brundall Neighbourhood Plan by spreading recreational provision across the development rather than concentrating it within the area defined on the Neighbourhood Plan
• Loss of countryside to the north of the village
• 170 dwellings will exacerbate highway issues
• Cumulative over development with regard to the level of development permitted in Blofield and Brundall combined.
• Detrimental impact on views across open countryside from and towards Brundall.
• Concerns regarding applicant’s ecology reports.
• Highway safety issues at the proposed access points and the capacity of the existing highways and safety concerns over construction traffic.
• Local infrastructure such as doctors and schools have limited capacity.
• Village has inadequate recreational facilities for existing population.

Comments on amended plans:

Objections (225 letters):
• The content of the objections restated in the main the previously
expressed objections on the basis that the revisions to the plans had not overcome these.

- Support (71 letters):
  - Traffic concerns at the A47 Cucumber Lane roundabout have been addressed
  - The new recreational space and country park is a great community benefit
  - This provides much needed housing including affordable housing in a sustainable location
  - I had previously objected to the proposal but now see that this will be a positive addition to Brundall

5 Assessment

Key Considerations

5.1
- 5 year housing land supply
- The allocation of part of the residential site for recreational open space
- Whether the proposal complies with the Development Plan and whether there are material considerations to justify a departure in the form of overriding benefits
- The impact of the development on: highway safety and the satisfactory functioning of the local highway network and the A47 Trunk Road; landscape and ecology; drainage and pollution; archaeology and residential amenity

Background

5.2 The planning application is in Hybrid form seeking permission for up to 170 dwellings (Use Class C3), a community/sports pavilion (Use Class D1 and D2), a country park, formal and/or informal outdoor sports provision, access and other operations. All matters other than access are reserved although with this being a hybrid application, full permission is being sought for the Phase 1 to comprise of 23 dwellings.

5.3 The application site extends to 17.4ha and is located to the north of Brundall. The site is currently in agricultural use and classified as grade 2 (Very Good). To the north of the site and separated by Witton Run Dyke is land associated with Norfolk Premier Golf, to the south and east are residential dwellings and to the west is Brundall Memorial Hall and associated park beyond which is further residential development. A main foul sewer crosses the site east to west.

5.4 A public right of way (Brundall FP1) runs along the southern boundary of the site to the rear of the properties on Westfield Road between Highfield Avenue to the east and Links Avenue to the west. It is proposed that a length of this footway be redirected through the proposed development so that it does not become sandwiched in between the rear of existing and proposed
dwellings. A second public right of Way (Brundall FP2) runs in part along the western boundary of the site and extends between Links Avenue to the south and Yarmouth Road to the north.

5.5 The applicant has stated that the development will bring forward the following benefits:

- The development of a site attached to a settlement and in a sustainable location
- Respecting the locally important views (Policy 3 Brundall Neighbourhood Plan)
- Meeting housing needs by assisting in providing a robust 5-year housing land supply and Delivery of Policy compliant 33% affordable housing (up to 56 units)
- Assistance in the delivery and funding of the provision of much needed recreational open space within the village, in the form of informal recreation and informal play areas (Policy 4 Brundall Neighbourhood Plan)
- The provision of a new Country Park and improvements to the quality of the Run Dike corridor
- Increased accessibility through the development site for both cyclists and pedestrians (Policy 2 Brundall Neighbourhood Plan)
- Improvements to the ‘gateway’ main access from Brundall Road
- Improvements to Cucumber Lane roundabout

**Principle**

5.6 Planning law (section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004) requires that applications be determined in accordance with the Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise. Material considerations include the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

5.7 The development plan for the area consists of the Joint Core Strategy for Broadland, Norwich and South Norfolk 2011 (amendments adopted 2014) (JCS); the Broadland Site Allocations DPD 2016 (SA DPD); the Broadland Development Management DPD 2015 (DM DPD), the Brundall Neighbourhood Plan 2016-2026 (Brundall NP) (in respect of the part of the application site that lies within the Parish of Brundall) and the Blofield Neighbourhood Plan 2016 (Blofield NP) (in respect of the part of the application site that lies within the Parish of Blofield).

5.8 The application site is located outside of a settlement limit and therefore within the countryside for the purposes of planning policy. Policy GC2 of the DM DPD states that outside of settlement limits development which does not result in any significant adverse impact will be permitted where it accords with a specific allocation and/or policy of the development plan.

5.9 In this regard policy BRU3 of the SA DPD is relevant which allocates 4.9 hectares of land for recreational open space. Policy BRU3 was included in
the SA DPD to help address a shortfall in provision in the village which is highlighted in the explanatory text to policy 14 of the JCS where it states that Brundall has limited provision of recreational facilities that needs to be rectified. Furthermore, Policy 4 of the Brundall NP seeks to support enhanced provision of recreation facilities in the village, however it does not provide specific detail on this rather instead supporting the position that there is a strong community ambition for enhanced provision.

5.10 Policy BRU3 states that the open space will be for formal recreation uses such as playing pitches together with more informal open recreation such as walks, jogging track etc. and provides guidelines for the development in terms of accessibility, landscaping, drainage and archaeology.

5.11 In response to this policy requirement the application proposes the delivery of 3ha of land to provide formal and/or informal outdoor sports provision. It is therefore considered that this element of the development complies with policy BRU3 and helps to deliver the shortfall in formal recreational open space identified in policy 14 of the JCS and the ambitions of Policy 4 of the Brundall NP.

5.12 However, whilst 3ha of formal open space is proposed, BRU3 allocates 4.9ha for formal open space and the application proposes residential development (and associated infrastructure) on the remaining 1.9ha of land allocated under BRU3 and as a consequence the development would fetter the ability to deliver the entire quantum of recreational open space representing a conflict with BRU3.

5.13 Furthermore, the residential development would extend beyond the boundaries of BRU3 and into the open countryside where there is no development plan polices to support the development. This represents a further conflict with the development plan being contrary to GC2 of the DM DPD.

5.14 The application is therefore contrary to BRU3 and GC2 of the Development Plan and in accordance with Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 it should be refused planning permission unless material considerations indicate otherwise i.e. overriding benefits.

5.15 On 12 April 2019 the Council published an Interim Greater Norwich area housing land supply statement for the position at 1st April 2018. This showed that the Council could demonstrate a housing land supply of 6.63 years. This sets out the housing land supply position for Greater Norwich for the period 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2024. The interim statement has not been formally endorsed by all three Local Planning Authorities and is not the final statement that will be published in the Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) of the Joint Core Strategy for Broadland, Norwich and South Norfolk. The AMR will be published in due course.

5.16 The housing forecasts included within the housing land supply statement
have been based on the Councils’ detailed knowledge of sites and discussions and correspondence with the relevant developers and site promoters. The housing forecast is considered to be fully justified although some signed statements are still outstanding and will be published in due course. In addition, the Councils continue to work with developers and site promoters to establish the deliverability of some additional sites where information is not currently available and have not therefore been included in the current calculated supply.

5.17 Notwithstanding the interim status of the statement, it is considered to be a credible assessment of housing land supply in Greater Norwich and has been carried out in a manner that is consistent with the expectations of the National Planning Policy Framework and Planning Practice Guidance. As such, the statement justifies the conclusion that a five year housing land supply can be demonstrated across the Greater Norwich area.

5.18 Taking account of the above, the following assessment seeks to establish the benefits of the scheme and any harm that would be caused in the context of the relevant development plan policies, with reference to the three dimensions of sustainable development (economic role, social role and environmental role). These three headings form a convenient basis for structuring the assessment of the proposal against development plan policies.

**Economic objective**

5.19 The NPPF defines the economic objective as "to help build a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right types is available in the right places and at the right time to support growth, innovation and improved productivity; and by identifying and coordinating the provision of infrastructure."

5.20 The scheme would result in some short term economic benefits as part of any construction work and in the longer term by local spending from future occupants.

5.21 It should also be noted that the development would be subject to Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and Brundall Parish Council will receive 25% of the CIL payments as it has an adopted Neighbourhood Plan.

**Summary of economic objective**

5.22 It is therefore considered that the scheme would bring forward a level of economic benefit.

**Social objective**

5.23 The NPPF defines the social objective as "to support, strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by ensuring that a sufficient number and range of
homes can be provided to meet the needs of present and future generations; and by fostering a well-designed and safe built environment, with accessible services and open spaces that reflect current and future needs and support communities’ health, social and cultural well-being."

5.24 The proposed scheme provides a significant amount of new housing. However, a 5-year housing land supply can be demonstrated and therefore this benefit is of limited weight. Another benefit the scheme provides is up to 56 affordable housing units which is fully policy compliant under the JCS and in excess of the SHMA requirement of 28%. The market and affordable housing therefore represents a social benefit.

5.25 Policy 2 of the JCS and Policy GC4 of the DMDPD require new development to be of a high standard of design. The illustrative masterplan for the outline scheme as amended has a sense of openness and the scheme has maintained clear lines of sight both east to west and north south keeping vistas open through the site and integrating the potential realigned public footpath Brundall FP 1. It has also responded to concerns regarding key views to the north-east from the Memorial Hall. The resultant layout, notwithstanding other concerns about the context of the development, is considered to be an acceptable approach to developing the site and in this respect complies with Policy GC4.

5.26 In terms of the detailed layout and house types for phase 1, this is acceptable in terms of layout (subject to the 3 points raised by NCC Highways in 4.21 being resolved) and has a satisfactory setting and relationship with existing dwellings on Highfield Avenue so as to maintain privacy. Minor amendments have been made to the overall appearance of the house types and the use of consistent forms and materials gives a visual coherence to the proposal which should inform later phases within the outline. This is considered to be an acceptable approach to developing the site and in this respect complies with Policy GC4.

5.27 The scheme has a minimum average density of 20 dwellings per hectare [dph] across the site which is relatively low. However, an average density of 20 - 40 dph can be applied to development areas. Higher density development can take place against the existing hard edge of the site and in places along the spine road whereas lower density development can take place fronting open space and the northern edges of the development creating softer edges to the countryside.

Affordable Housing

5.28 Policy 4 of the JCS requires development of this scale to provide 33% affordable housing. On a development of 170 dwellings this would equate to 56 affordable dwellings. Phase 1 proposes 23 dwellings of which 8 would be affordable which is a policy compliant number and the dwellings are
proposed to level 1 standard which would ensure maximum occupancy rates can be achieved. The affordable housing mix for the full and outline phases of this development would need to be secured through a section 106 agreement.

Access and Impact on the local and Trunk road highway networks

5.29 Many concerns have been raised about the ability of the local highway network to accommodate the development. In particular concerns have been raised about the location of the main vehicular access on Brundall Road, the impact of traffic on local roads as it leaves the site and the cumulative impacts of residential developments in the Blofield and Brundall areas on the functioning or the A47 roundabout and the approach arms of Yarmouth Road and Cucumber Lane.

5.30 The planning application is supported by a Transport Assessment (TA) and Addendum to identify the likely transport impacts which would result from the development. Also submitted is a detailed plan of the proposed access on to Brundall Road which is subject to a 30mph speed limit. Details of a proposed emergency access into the site have been revised to access Links Avenue to the south-west of the site.

5.31 Development Parameter Plan 5 identifies a Primary Movement Corridor in which an estate road would be located but with the precise route reserved, however with this being a hybrid application, full details of the proposed road layout to serve Phase 1 have been submitted for consideration.

5.32 The TA identifies that the site is well located relative to existing services and facilities in Brundall with the facilities provided on The Street 200 - 400m from the site and Brundall primary School 500m from the southern boundary of the site and well connected to the site by footpaths and crossing facilities. The TA also identifies that there are bus stops on The Street and Brundall Road within 200 - 400m of the site with half hourly services providing connection to Norwich, Hethersett and Wymondham. Brundall is also served by two railway stations on the Norwich to Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft Wherry Lines. Officers are therefore satisfied that the site is well located in transport terms and represents a sustainable location for new development in these terms, subject to no adverse impact arising from the development.

5.33 The proposed access into the site from Brundall Road would be a Type 2 with 10m radii and a 6m wide carriageway and 1.8m wide footpaths to both sides (this requires amending to a shared use footway/cycleway along the length of the main spine road as required by the Highway Authority – see comments at 4.21. Footpaths would also be provided to the west of Brundall Road adjacent to the site access. Speed survey data has been obtained on Brundall Road at the proposed site entrance and 85th percentile speed was recorded as 30mph northbound and 31mph southbound. A visibility splay of 2.4 x 43m is proposed at the site access and the submitted plans identify that these can be provided on land within the applicants control.
5.34 To assess the impact of the development on the highway network the TA has identified the likely trip generation resulting from the proposed development. It estimates, using TRICS data, that the development of 170 dwellings would generate 86 vehicular trips in the AM peak (08:00 – 09:00) and 81 vehicular trips in the PM peak (17:00 – 18:00).

5.35 Traffic flows on Brundall Road at the proposed entrance have also been studied and used to inform capacity assessments of the proposed junction and the TA concludes that the proposed junction would have significant capacity.

5.36 Accident analysis in the vicinity of the site has also been undertaken which identifies that one ‘slight’ accident has occurred in a five year period and no ‘serious’ or fatal accidents recorded with the TA concluding that there is no significant safety concern resulting from the development.

5.37 The access has been designed to the requirements of the highway authority. Specific concerns regarding the bend in the road and proximity to a short pinch point at the bridge are addressed in the comments of the highway authority in 4.21. Having regard to these issues the Highway Authority do not consider that they would be able to justify a highway objection to the proposed means of access or to the resultant increase in traffic on local roads. The proposal is therefore compliant with Policy TS3 of the DMDPD.

5.38 The TA did not assess the cumulative impacts of residential development in the Brundall and Blofield area and an Addendum report was therefore produced at the request of the Highway Authority, Highways England and officers. This Addendum considered the existing committed developments as well as at the time the undertermined application for 155 dwellings and supermarket at Yarmouth Road, Brundall (the ‘Broom Boats application’) and this current application for 170 dwellings east of the Memorial Hall. This was requested by officers to provide a comprehensive overview of traffic impacts in the area and took account of the link road between Cucumber Lane and Yarmouth Road that was a requirement of Highways England as part of the Brooms Boat application that was subsequently approved.

5.39 This analysis identified that taking account of all committed development including Brooms Boats application and the Memorial Hall application that the A47 roundabout exceeds its capacity and queues form on both Cucumber Lane and Yarmouth Road in the AM peak resulting in a severe impact as set out in the Highway Authority comments at 4.20.

5.40 After discussion with both the Highway Authority and Highways England, the applicant submitted a scheme for the A47(T) Cucumber Lane roundabout [described at 1.5] which demonstrated that the development can mitigate its impact on the junction so that Norfolk County Council and Highways England do not object subject to the works being completed prior to the occupation of the first dwelling. The proposal is therefore compliant with Policy TS3 of the
DMDPD. These works will need to be secured through a related Section 106 legal agreement.

*Education*

5.41 The Head Teacher of Brundall Primary School has expressed concern regarding the accommodation of additional pupils as a result of local growth – comments at 4.32.

5.42 The Infrastructure and Economic Growth Officer at Norfolk County Council [see comments at 4.24] has identified that although there is spare capacity at Brundall Primary School and at Early Education level, Blofield Primary School is already full and taking account the extant planning permissions in the Brundall and Blofield area both Blofield and Brundall Primary Schools will be full, as well as the Early Education sector. Brundall school is on a restricted site and it is unlikely that much expansion could happen there. With the prospective housing in the area we would need a further 100+ primary places which would put both Blofield and Brundall schools under pressure. Thorpe St Andrew School and Sixth Form is unable to accommodate the children generated from this proposed development should it be approved.

5.43 Therefore, if necessary, the County Council would be seeking CIL funding for the additional school places required at Early Education, Primary and High School levels.

*Healthcare*

5.44 **Brundall Medical Practice has not commented on the application formally but** the Practice Manager has emailed the Parish Council in related correspondence indicating that they are confident they have the capacity to deal with the extra patients.

5.45 In reviewing the application NHS England at 4.16 has commented that the proposed development would have an impact on primary healthcare provision in the area and its implications, if unmitigated, would be unsustainable. In order to be considered under the ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ advocated in the National Planning Policy Framework, the proposed development should provide appropriate levels of mitigation. Accordingly they are seeking mitigation in the form of financial contributions towards the provision of sustainable primary care services in the area.

5.46 Healthcare is not on the Broadland CIL 123 list and contributions from CIL therefore cannot be sought, however officers consider that the responsibility for health provision remains with the health providers, primarily with NHS England who provide funding for doctors based on the population / number of patients in an area. The residents in new developments will contribute to this national funding through taxes in the same way as existing residents. Consequently, in general terms the impact of a new residential development...
on existing medical facilities is managed by health providers and it is not considered that obligations could reasonably be sought through Section 106.

Residential Amenity

5.47 In respect of phase I this has been dealt with at point 5.26 above. Some comments have expressed concerns about the positioning of dwellings or other details shown on the indicative masterplan. However it should be remembered that this part of the site is an outline application with all matters reserved except access. The precise position of dwellings, and their size and potential for overlooking would be considered at the reserved matters stage in the event that outline planning permission were to be granted. Given the size of the site and its boundaries with existing development there is no reason to believe that development could not be achieved in accordance with Policy GC4 of the DMDPD.

Provision of open space – recreation and green infrastructure

5.48 Discussion earlier in this assessment has considered the provision of 3ha of formal and/or informal open space to mitigate the impact of the development on the BRU3 allocation. Also relevant to this application are policies EN1, EN3 and RL1 of the DMDPD.

5.49 Policy RL1 requires residential development of this scale to provide 1.68ha of formal recreation per 1,000 population and children’s play space of 0.34ha per 1,000 population also with adequate provision for maintenance. The Recreational Provision in Residential Development SPD identifies in table 4 that for a development of more than 150 dwellings it would be expected that informal open space and children’s play space would be provided on-site whilst allotments and formal recreation would be provided off-site.

5.50 Policy EN3 requires residential development of this scale to provide at least 4ha of informal open space [Green Infrastructure] per 1,000 population and at least 0.16ha of allotments per 1,000 population with adequate arrangements for the management and maintenance of green infrastructure.

5.51 Given the majority of the application is in outline the estimated requirement for formal and informal open space provision based on these requirements is set out at point 4.28.

5.52 In response to these requirements the application proposes areas significantly in excess: a 7ha Country Park; new footways and cycleways; and the 3ha of formal and/or recreation space previously discussed. The application proposes to transfer all of this open space to the District Council [with potential transfer to Parish Councils], or to be run by a Management Company. There are two options proposed by the applicant – transfer of land only [not laying out] and payment of commuted sums totalling £850,000.00 for implementation by LPA/Parish Council(s); or laying out of country park and recreation space to be managed by a Management Company.
5.53 The requirements of EN3 are necessary to help meet the recreational needs of residents promoting the health and wellbeing of communities and to mitigate the potential impacts of visitor pressure upon sensitive internationally designated sites (Natura 2000 or N2K sites). To mitigate this impact the informal open space must be adequate to provide a viable alternative to visiting Natura 2000 sites or contribute to the provision of a viable alternative as part of a wider green infrastructure network.

5.54 An Appropriate Assessment in accordance with Regulation 61 & 62 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations Assessment as amended (HRA) has been carried out by the Norfolk County Council Natural Environment Team which concludes that with the open space provided on site and the increased countryside connectivity that this will provide there is no likely impact from increased recreation pressures on the NK2 sites.

5.55 The AA has also considered water quality and hydrological issues as a consequence of the development and has determined there should be no adverse impacts on the integrity of the designated features of the Natura 2000 features subject to mitigation by condition of a Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP) and appropriate SUDs drainage scheme.

5.56 Natural England has commented on the HRA in point 4.15. In response Broadland have adopted this as its formal HRA record of the proposal being the competent LPA and officers therefore consider that the 7ha Country Park would provide a suitable alternative to visiting NK2 sites provided that adequate arrangements to access the land by walking and cycling are incorporated. The delivery of the Country Park in either form proposed should be secured by s106 agreement.

5.57 The requirements of RL1 of the DM DPD stem from a need to improve the quality and accessibility of formal recreational space to promote healthy communities. The proposal more than complies with the policy requirement for a development of this scale and in going beyond this requirements seeks to provide a significant part of the BRU3 allocation [proposing 3 ha of the allocated 4.9ha – about 62% of the allocation].

5.58 The BRU3 allocation currently benefits from an extant planning permission for use as formal recreational open space however the land is not within the control of the Parish Council and the application provides a mechanism to deliver a significant proportion of the BRU3 allocation which is considered to be a benefit of the scheme especially given that 3 previous planning applications by Brundall Parish Council to change the use of the site from agricultural to recreational have been approved but not implemented.

5.59 The comments of Sport England at 4.30 are relevant here in relation to their comments on the use of the recreation open space and playing pitch provision. Given formal sports facilities were included within the Broom Boats
proposal ref: 20161483* and that Brundall Parish Council is working to bring these forward (the related S106 agreement is subject of a current draft Deed of Variation seeking to transfer the land and commuted sum for pitch provision to the Parish Council to enable them to bring forward the 3G sports pitch and related facilities). Sport England has no objections to a more flexible approach being taken as to how this 3ha space will be used (see SE’s comments on amended plans).

* by way of background to the Brooms Boats application – this received planning permission on 6 March 2018 for 155 dwellings and a retail supermarket together with open space and was subject to a related legal agreement delivering, amongst other things: 33% affordable housing on a 60/40 tenure split; a 1.12ha area of land for a 3G pitch to FA Standards; a contribution of £453,00 towards the pitch provision; and 1.7 ha of on-site Green infrastructure with a maintenance contribution of around £76,000.

With the exception of the supermarket, all other development permitted was within site allocation BRU2 which allocated an area of 7.2ha for recreational open space.

5.60 Taking account of the above, subject to securing contributions and provisions as proposed in a section 106 agreement it is considered that the proposal would provide adequate levels of open space to promote healthy communities and mitigate impact of N2K sites in compliance with EN1, EN3 and RL1.

5.61 The purpose of BRU3 was to assist in the provision of formal recreational open space. It is accepted that the development would fetter the ability to deliver the quantum of open space allocated under BRU3 however 3ha of land is proposed delivering a significant proportion of the allocation. Three previous applications to change the use of the site to recreational use have lapsed, so given that as the application provides a mechanism to actually deliver the change of use and transfer of the land or management for the stated purpose, it is considered that this mechanism is a significant benefit of the proposal.

5.62 Taking account of these factors it is considered that the conflict with BRU3 is outweighed by the significant benefit of the provision of recreational open space. The provision of recreational space and green infrastructure is also in accordance with Brundall NP policy 4 (enhanced recreation provision) and policy 2 (walking and cycling routes) and Blofield NP policy TRA3 (walking and cycling).

Summary of social objective

5.63 The proposal provides a substantial amount of additional housing. However, the Council can demonstrate a 5-year land supply and therefore limited weight is given to this benefit. The proposal also provides policy compliant
levels of affordable housing to meet the JCS requirement of 33%, which is now in excess of the recent need set out in the SHMA of 28%. A viability assessment has been submitted to demonstrate that this level of affordable housing would be viable providing comfort to officers that weight can be given to this as a consideration. The viability assessment has also verified that the scheme is deliverable in terms of all related financial sums required and delivery of the off-site highway improvements. There are also a number of other benefits such as public open space and green infrastructure that exceeds policy requirements with connectivity to the public right of way network. In addition the proposal delivers 3ha of the 4.9ha BRU 3 site allocation.

There are therefore a number of social benefits resulting from the proposal.

5.64 Environmental Objective

5.65 The NPPF defines the environmental objective as "to contribute to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic environment; including making effective use of land, helping to improve biodiversity, using natural resources prudently, minimising waste and pollution, and mitigating and adapting to climate change, including moving to a low carbon economy."

Landscape and visual Impact

5.66 The site was last used for agriculture although the north of the site includes the Witton Run (referred to in the application as 'Run Dike') and associated drainage ditches. The site is bounded to the south and east by existing residential development and to the west by land associated with Brundall Memorial Hall beyond which is the Berryfields housing estate. To the north of the site is Norfolk Premier Golf at Blofield which extends north to Yarmouth Road. The site slopes down from its southern boundary northwards towards the Witton Run where land levels then rise towards the village of Blofield. Within Blofield is the Church of St Andrew and St Peter which is visible from a number of locations from the site and surrounding landscape due to its elevated position.

5.67 Given the undeveloped nature of the site and the former agricultural use it is inevitable that the development would impact on the character and appearance of the area. Policies GC4 and EN2 of the DM DPD and Policy 1 of the JCS are particularly relevant in this regard where there is a requirement to pay adequate regard to and protect the character and appearance of the area. Policy 3 of the Brundall Neighbourhood Plan is also of relevance as it seeks to protect the views to the north east from the Memorial Hall and states that any development or alterations to an area within these views must ensure that key features of the view can continue to be enjoyed including distant buildings, areas of landscape and the juxtaposition of village edges and open agricultural landscape. Although it cannot be applied to development beyond the plan boundary Blofield Neighbourhood Plan Policy ENV6 states: ‘The neighbourhood plan seeks to
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retain a physical separation between the settlements of Blofield, Blofield Heath and Brundall. Developments that reduce the separation of the settlements should not be permitted'. The Broadland Landscape Character Assessment classifies the site as within the character area D4: Blofield Tributary Farmland.

5.68 In support of the application is a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment to assess the potential significance of effects, the sensitivity of the landscape and the magnitude of effect as a result of the proposed development. This report concludes that the site is considered to be visually well contained in relation to the surrounding landscape and where visible is seen in the existing context of residential properties and existing infrastructure. The report also considers that as the site is located within a localised valley system the inter-visibility between the site and the wider landscape is negated however there is close range inter-visibility with surrounding residential properties. Officers accept that the development would therefore impact the views enjoyed by existing residents bounding the site but the loss of a private view is not a material consideration.

5.69 Owing to the presence of public rights of way through the south and west of the site the development would impact on public views from these vantage points. These views would include views towards the Church of St Andrew and St Peter which is identified as an important view in Policy 3 the Brundall NP which states: 'The plan seeks to protect and enhance the views to the northeast from the memorial hall……..specifically, views to the north east across agricultural land from the busy Memorial hall community facility and path connecting Links Avenue and Golf Links Road towards Blofield and its prominent Grade 1 listed Church of St Andrew and St Peter are considered important'

5.70 The applicant was requested to provide more analysis on this impact following comments received from the Historic Environment Officer [comment at 4.7] on the original application and this led in part to changes being made to the north-western edge of the residential development pulling this back and rounding/softening its edge. The issues regarding impact on the setting of the church are discussed further below as is the proposal to re-route a length of Brundall FP1. In relation to visual impact from the existing FP1 and FP2 it is again accepted that there will be changes in terms of the outlook from these public paths and this change will be in the short to long term as residential development is phased east to west. This is a harm which is considered in 5.71 below.

5.71 Regard must also be given to the need to protect and enhance gaps between settlements, this being specifically identified in policy EN2. The development would result in residential development in an existing gap between the settlements of Brundall and Blofield however given that the site is enclosed on three sides by existing residential development and the frontage of the site on Brundall Road would not be developed (as indicated on Parameter Plan 2 (Maximum Building Heights and Built Development Extents)) it is not
considered that the development would result in visual coalescence between Brundall and Blofield.

5.72 The application has been assessed by the Conservation Officer (Arboriculture and Landscape) who has noted that the proposals show that no trees or groups of trees will be lost as a result of the development although part of a Category B hedge would be required to allow construction of proposed roads but the loss would not be significant from a landscape perspective. The choice of species for Phase 1, where full permission is being sought, is considered good but details of planting methods and maintenance regime are required by condition. A revised AIA and Tree Protection Plan would also be required with the reserved matters by condition. Subject to such detailed matters being resolved through condition the Conservation Officer (Arboriculture and Landscape) raises no objections to the application.

5.73 Taking account of the above, the development would result in the introduction of built form, infrastructure associated with residential development and also change the use of agricultural land to formal recreation. The result would be an impact on the openness and rurality of the application site. This would be to the detriment of the existing character and appearance of the area and conflict with GC4 and EN2 of the DM DPD and policy 1 of the JCS. However, the site is not designated for its landscape value and the development would not result in a visually intrusive urban extension being contained by residential development to three sides. Important landscape features can be retained and protected from development and an appropriate layout can be secured at reserved matters stage. The development would not result in visual coalescence with Blofield and Officers therefore consider that the landscape impact of the development would not be sufficiently harmful to justify refusal.

Impact on Heritage Assets

5.74 Paragraph 193 of the NPPF states that great weight should be given to the conservation of a heritage asset, irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss or less than substantial harm to its significance.

5.75 Policy 1 of the JCS seeks to conserve and enhance heritage assets through the protection of their settings and Policy GC4 of the DMDPD states that proposals should pay adequate regard to the environment, character and appearance of an area. Policy BRU3 of the Brundall NP is also relevant here as identified above.

5.76 Historic England were consulted on the proposals and did not wish to offer any comments, deferring to the Councils own specialist officer [point 4.31]. The comments of the Councils Historic Environment on the amended application at 4.7 indicate that whilst there will be some change to the setting of the Church of St Andrew and St Peter, this will not be harmful and can be
qualified as less than substantial harm.

5.77 Paragraph 196 of the NPPF states that where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal including, where appropriate, securing its optimum viable use.

5.78 In balancing the public benefit of the proposal it is considered that weight can be attributed to delivery of a substantial part of the recreational allocation BRU3 and a significant area of green infrastructure that brings with it the opportunity to link with nearby GI and create opportunities for walking and cycling as already identified and that this weight when balanced with the harm is in favour of the public benefit of the recreation land and GI.

5.79 In consideration of the Council’s duties under Sections 66(1) of the Listed Buildings Act 1990 assessment is required of the affect upon listed buildings and its setting. It is considered for the reasons set out above that there is a degree of harm to the setting of the listed building. The assessment above reflects consideration on the impact on the setting of this building.

Archaeology

5.80 The application site has the potential to contain previously unrecorded heritage assets with archaeological interest (buried archaeological remains) and their significance would be affected by the proposed development. The Historic Environment Service [point 4.12] have identified that the application is not supported by a heritage statement and that an archaeological desk based assessment is unlikely to provide relevant information regarding heritage assets. They have therefore requested that the results of an archaeological evaluation including a geophysical survey are submitted prior to the determination of the application. This information has not been submitted by the applicant and accordingly it will be necessary to secure by pre-commencement condition.

Ecology

5.81 Policy EN1 of the DM DPD states that development proposals will be expected to protect and enhance the biodiversity of the district, avoid fragmentation of habitats and support the delivery of co-ordinated green infrastructure. The application is supported by an Ecological Appraisal, Bat Report, Great Crested Newt Report, Reptile Survey and Water Vole and Otter Report and the Senior Green Infrastructure (SGI) Officer at Norfolk County Council and Natural England have been consulted on the application.

5.82 The area of highest nature conservation value associated with the site is the Broadland Ramsar and Special Protection Area (SPA) and The Broads Special Area of Conservation (SAC) located approximately 635m south of the site. This report has previously discussed recreational pressure on these designated sites and concluded that subject to mitigation they would be no
adverse impact. There are no habits of International, National, Regional or County importance within the site however the Witton Run and its associated meadow and landscape features such as trees and hedgerows are of high local value and form part of a wider network of habitats in the surrounding area, including the Broadland Ramsar and SPA, The Broads SAC and the Yare Broads and Marshes SSSI in addition to a number of locally designated County Wildlife Sites. The reports also identifies features of moderate local value such as the semi-improved grassland associate with the Witton Run and hedgerows and mature trees to the field and site boundaries as features of low local conservation value.

5.83 The SGI officer considers at point 4.23 that these reports are broadly fit for purpose although they have some concerns that the ecological value of the site is assessed as lower than previous work has indicated and that the mitigation proposed may therefore be insufficient. However, notwithstanding these concerns they raise no objection and recommend that conditions are imposed to secure a Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP) and an Ecological Management Plan (EMP). The proposed development seeks to minimise impact on the most environmentally sensitive parts of the site including the Witton Run and associated meadow and its mature landscaping features by directing residential development away from these features. Furthermore, the EMP requested by the SGI will ensure appropriate mitigation, enhancements and ongoing management for ecology within the country park and elsewhere across the site.

5.84 Concern has also been expressed by local residents that the submitted ecology reports fail to accurately reflect the extent of ecology in the area including residents who have carried out their own bat surveys at the site. Whilst these concerns are noted, bearing in mind the lack of objection to the application from the SGI officer it is considered that the submitted reports, which have been undertaken using recognised methodologies, are of a sufficient standard to make an informed decision. It is recommended by officers that the development is carried out in accordance with the conclusions and recommendations of these reports.

Flood risk

5.85 The Environment Agency (EA) raise no objection [point 4.9] subject to restricting all built development to flood zone 1 as detailed on the submitted drawings. As this is shown on the submitted plans it would not need to be explicitly stated in a condition. The EA has also requested a condition to require updated modelling if ground levels are proposed to be changed in flood zones 2 and 3 to demonstrate that this would not increase the risk of flooding on or off the site.

5.86 The Lead Local Flood Authority [LLFA] objected to the original application due to concerns regarding the groundwater level. An alternative drainage strategy has been proposed in discussion with the LLFA and subject to conditions the LLFA has no objection.
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Pollution

5.87 The Pollution Control Officer [point 4.27] has requested that an assessment of ground conditions is submitted to identify possible sources of ground contamination which may be present on the site. The site has last been used for agriculture and agricultural buildings are located to the east of the site where it meets Brundall Road which could be a source of contamination. Officers recommend that a condition is imposed to secure appropriate investigations and remediation if necessary. The HRA adopted by the Local Planning Authority also requires a Construction Environment Management Plan to be submitted to incorporate contamination and pollution control measures and this will also be secured by condition in accordance with the HRA. Subject to these measures it is considered that the requirements of EN4 which only allows development where there will be no significant impact upon amenity, human health or the natural environment will have been meet.

Minerals

5.88 The NCC Minerals and Waste Planner at point 4.22 has indicated that the site is partially underlain by sand and gravel which is a safeguarded mineral resource in the Norfolk Minerals and Waste Core Strategy where policy CS16 requires, as a minimum, investigation into the mineral resources on site. They recommend a condition for a Materials management Plan Minerals (MMP-M).

Agricultural Land

5.89 The land is classified as Grade 2 – however this would not in itself be a reason to refuse the application.

Public right of way

5.90 The indicative masterplan for the site identifies that the public right of way (Brundall FP 1) to the southern boundary of the site would require diverting to enable the development. This has been commented on by NCC Trails Officer at point 4.25. This would need an application under section 257 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 to be made to the local planning authority and confirmed before any works are started that obstruct or remove the existing public right of way. As this is currently a rural route a diversion on to a footway beside a road would not be acceptable.

5.91 As part of the LPA’s assessment it has to have regard to the possible disadvantages or loss likely to arise as a result of the diversion, either to members of the public generally or to persons whose properties adjoin or are near the existing footpath along with the advantages of the path diversion.

Disadvantages
- Currently the path runs in a straight line
- The diverted path would encounter changes in direction
• Currently an open field to the north
• Would bring the path closer to more housing
• Potential to create a less enjoyable experience than present

Advantages
• Diversion would facilitate the delivery of new houses and related to this the added benefit or recreational space and green infrastructure
• The potential to widen and provide a better surfaced path
• If the path were not redirected and the development took place backing onto the path this would mean the existing path would have little outlook passing between properties and would be less secure as it would not be subject to good natural surveillance
• Removes public access from the rear of properties

5.92 The matters raised above can be afforded some weight in consideration of the application. Although it is good practice to submit an application for a diversion order under Section 257 of the Town & Country Planning Act to enable that to be considered at the same time as the planning application, the section of footpath that may be affected relates to that subject to the outline element of the hybrid application and therefore the layout of the application is not for determination at this stage being a Reserved Matter.

5.93 The grant of planning permission does not entitle developers to obstruct a public right of way. The diversion or stopping up of footpaths, bridleways and restricted byways is a separate process which must be carried out before the paths are affected by the development.

5.94 It cannot be assumed that because planning permission has been granted [if it is granted] that an Order under section 257 will invariably be made or confirmed. Development, in so far as it affects a right of way, must not be started and the right of way should be kept open for public use, unless or until the necessary order has come into effect. Officers recommend that a condition is not required to deal with this issue as it is covered by existing legislation however an informative should be added.

5.95 The NCC Trails Officer has requested a contribution towards the improvement of the rights of way in the immediate vicinity of the site in order to facilitate their increased use however this is not considered by officers to be necessary to make the development acceptable and is therefore not proposed to be secured.

Summary of environmental objective

5.96 The development would result in harm to the landscape from introducing development into public views which are currently rural in nature. The development would also result in less than substantial harm to the setting of a designated heritage asset which should be given significant weight.

Other issues
5.97 It is noted that there has been a considerable number of objections to the proposal. All comments received have been taken into account if not all explicitly referred to with the key concerns outlined in the assessment above.

5.98 The ability of the local infrastructure to absorb and cope with the impact of the development has been subject to comments from local residents and Brundall and Blofield Parish Councils and is a consistent theme raised in comments by the 2530 residents who have signed a petition against the development. This issue is particularly relevant given the extent of growth in Brundall and Blofield above and beyond the levels allocated in the JCS. Policy 7 of the JCS seeks to ensure that all new development will maintain or enhance the quality of life and the wellbeing of communities. Local residents have made representations that the local schools are at capacity and unable to expand and that there are delays in getting appointments to see a GP at the local doctor's surgery. Much concern has also been expressed at the level of traffic through the village and at the A47 roundabout and the impact of the development on the highway network.

5.99 The impact of the development on the highway network has been addressed in preceding paragraphs as have matters relating to the impact on schools and doctors as a result of this development.

5.100 Anglian Water has confirmed that Whittingham Trowse Water Recycling Centre will have available capacity for the foul water flows resulting from the development but has recommended that no development is carried out within 15m of a pumping station on site to protect residential amenity – phase I layout complies with this.

5.101 Therefore, notwithstanding the objections raised by local residents it is considered that local services have adequate capacity or contributions can be made to mitigate the impact of development where they are necessary, relevant to planning and to the development to be permitted, enforceable, precise and reasonable in all other respects. The application is therefore considered to comply with Policy 7 of the JCS.

5.102 An Environmental Impact Assessment screening has been undertaken as part of the application. The environmental, social and economic impacts have all been considered and are adequately addressed as detailed in the above report and the proposal was not considered to require an Environmental Statement as it would not be likely to have significant effects on the environment singularly as an application or cumulatively.

5.103 An Appropriate Assessment in accordance with the Conservation and Habitat and Species Regulations has been carried out by the Norfolk County Council Natural Environment Team and adopted by BDC and as the competent Local Planning Authority BDC considers that with the open space provided on site and the increased countryside connectivity that this will provide there is no likely impact from increased recreation pressures on the NK2 sites and...
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regarding water quality and hydrology issues these can be mitigated by condition so again there is no likely impact on the NK2 sites.

Accordance with Development Plan

5.104 The applicant has identified a number of benefits from the scheme which need to be considered in the context of Policy GC2 of the DMDPD and BRU3 in the Site Allocations DPD.

5.105 The proposal provides a substantial amount of additional housing. However, as a 5-year land supply can be demonstrated this is given limited weight.

5.106 The development would result in the introduction of built form and infrastructure associated with residential development. The result would be an impact on the openness and rurality of the application site. This would be to the detriment of the existing character and appearance of the area and conflict with GC4 and EN2 of the DM DPD and.

5.107 Policy compliant levels of affordable housing to meet the JCS requirement of 33% is proposed, which is now in excess of the recent need set out in the SHMA of 28%. Affordable housing provision in excess of the most recent evidence of need and therefore presents a social benefit.

5.108 The quantum of recreational open space and green infrastructure is well in excess of policy requirements with connectivity to the public right of way network and therefore represents a social benefit. The proposal also provides for a substantial part of the BRU3 site allocation for recreation use.

5.109 In summary the proposal is considered to conflict with Policy 1 of the JCS, Policies GC2, GC4 and EN2 of the DMDPD and BRU3 of the Site Allocations DPD.

Other Material Considerations

5.110 The NPPF reinforces the Section 38(6) requirements of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and at Para 12 clarifies that the presumption in favour of sustainable development does not change the statutory status of the development plan as the starting point for decision making. It confirms that where a planning application conflicts with an up to date development plan, permission should not usually be granted, unless material considerations indicate the plan should not be followed. The NPPF is a key material consideration.

5.111 Para 11c of the NPPF sets out the presumption in favour of sustainable development for decision taking advising this means approving development proposals that accord with an up to date development plan without delay. Paragraph 11d i) and ii) are not engaged as the Council is able to demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply and accordingly the policies which are most important for determining the application cannot be considered out
5.112 Having determined that the proposal does not accord with the development plan and Para 11 of the NPPF is not engaged (i.e. the tilted balance), consideration is now had as to whether there are any material considerations that would indicate that the Local Planning Authority should depart from the plan and the conflicts identified.

5.113 Paragraph 196 of the NPPF states that where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal.

5.114 The proposal results in less than substantial harm to a designated heritage asset the Grade I listed Church of St Andrew and St Peter and this harm is considered to be outweighed by the public benefit of bringing forward recreational open space which Brundall has a recognised deficiency in and also brings forward a significant quantity of green infrastructure with opportunities for adding links to existing rights of way networks and is supported by paragraphs 96 and 98 of the NPPF in the section Open space and recreation.

5.115 Some weight can be given to the provision of housing including affordable housing provided in excess of the requirements identified in the SHMA along with the other identified benefits it is considered that these collective benefits outweigh the harms.

5.116 The hybrid application is liable for CIL although the greater part of this would be calculated at the reserved matters stage where floor spaces would be known. Should consent be granted a section 106 agreement would need to be entered into to ensure the provision of affordable housing and in regard to the provision and management of open space and off-site highway works.

5.117 Under Section 143 of the Localism Act the council is required to consider the impact on local finances. This can be a material consideration but in the instance of this application the other material planning considerations detailed above are of greater significance.

Conclusion

5.118 The conflict with the development plan is with regards to building in part on the allocation for open space, being outside of the settlement limit, landscape harms and less than substantial harm to heritage.

5.119 The delivery of 3ha of recreational space on the allocation is enabled through the housing development and as a mechanism to deliver the recreation space that would not otherwise come forward this is a material consideration that is considered to outweigh the policy conflict.
Furthermore, in respect of the planning balance, significant weight is attributed to the overprovision of affordable housing, the overprovision of informal open space (GI) and likely connections the scheme enables to the PROW network.

Although harms have been identified with the proposal as a whole and identified conflict with the development plan, it is considered there are benefits which outweigh these harms and although this matter is finely balanced, in this particular case the benefits are considered to be overriding.

Recommendation

To delegate authority to the Director of Place to **APPROVE** the hybrid application subject to minor amendments to phase 1 as requested by the Highway Authority and subject to the prior completion of a legal agreement relating to the following heads of terms and subject to the following conditions and informatives – **WHICH ARE TO FOLLOW**

Contact Officer, Telephone Number and E-mail: Nigel Harriss 01603 430529 nigel.harriss@broadland.gov.uk